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Abstract: 
This lecture introduces a range of children's picture books from around the world and 
teaching strategies that develop students' critical literacy responses. Whilst children's 
picture books have not traditionally been seen as sophisticated resources for 
developing students' critical literacy responses, this lecture presents research that 
shows young children as code breakers, text participants, text users and text 
analysts (Luke & Freebody, 1999) of written, visual, oral and gestural texts. This 
lecture also outlines the teaching strategies as they have been used in language 
instruction in primary classrooms with diverse student groups.  
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No matter where in the world we are teaching, the structures within which we all now 
live, and within which we do our work as teachers, have an important influence on 
how we provide education and the outcomes of education for our children.  
 
Changing Societies  
 
While the terminology may vary from country to country, generally speaking, there 
are three models of society that have dominated the world order at various points of 
time.   
 
 the early industrial society with an institutionalised mass schooling model 
 the developed industrial society with the Twentieth Century modern school   
 the networked society, the knowledge society and the globalised society.  
 
The networked society has replaced the more individualised cottage industry model 
of production. An example of this is the valuing of teamwork and multi-skilling in fast 
capitalist cultures. South Korea led the way with the networked society in the 1960s 
when, under the leadership of President Park Chung-hee, the multi-national steel 
making factories, such as the Pohang Iron and Steel Company (now POSCO), were 
established. The rest of the world watched in awe.  
 
The knowledge society, however, creates a new challenge for us all. It is an era 
where the chemical and electronic-based technologies of LG Electronics and 
Samsung Electronics are now less important, and new information technologies are 
more important. The challenge for South Korea, as it is for the rest of the world, is 
enormous.  
 
The globalised society has changed the demographics of many national and local 
community identities, and thus student and teacher identities. Although South Korea 
has not been affected to the same extent, in many places diversity is now the norm 
rather than the exception. Although South Korea has only one major ethnic group, it 
must still engage with an ever changing world.  
 
These three points illustrate that being literate in today’s world means being able to 
critically engage with many different modes of communication across different 
language and cultural groups. No longer is the written print mode the dominant form 
of communication. As teachers, we also need to recognise the need for literacy 
users to critically analyse texts and contexts and take informed action.   
 
Changing Education 
 
These new times make new demands of individual’s literacy use and knowledge 
production. New times have created a new challenge for the logistics of learning 
delivery and its content. Kalantzis and Cope (2005) identify three overarching 
approaches to teaching and learning: traditionalist, progressivist and transformative.  
 
1. The traditional approach to teaching and learning typically came to 
dominance with the industrial society and mass institutionalised schooling. Its 
approach still endures in some Western education systems with varying 
results. Based on my visits to schools to some select schools in Seoul in 
2011, I propose that the traditional approach to teaching and learning is still in 
favour in some South Korean school systems. This model positions the 
teacher as the classroom organiser and expert language user and the 
students as the apprentices, taking direction and learning more sophisticated 
forms of language use from the teacher. The hallmark of the traditional 
curriculum is its focus on the factual models of knowing and memory work for 
high cultural knowledge of the dominant group. While this approach provides 
clear ‘right and wrong’ answers, critics of this approach identify students as 
passive receivers of knowledge, and note that ‘truths’ are left unquestioned. 
Critics of this approach also claim that it devalues the professionalism of the 
teacher by requiring them to enact a prescribed syllabus and submit students 
to standardised system-wide testing rather than allowing the content to be 
tailored to local conditions and individual learner needs (Bernstein 2000). 
When students fail, schools tend to view them as lacking ability rather than 
acknowledging the ways in which the schooling practices themselves favour 
some over others.  
 
2. The progressivist approach to teaching and learning emphasises immersion 
in experience and sought to be more inclusive of difference by adopting a 
constructivist pedagogy where students build their own knowledge and 
understandings from content relevant to their lives. This approach was widely 
adopted in many Western countries with varying degrees of success. At 
times, this model of curriculum failed students because their own beliefs 
became the reference point for knowledge making and in many cases, the 
students’ knowledge was not valued by the schooling system. Another issue 
was these approaches to learning were foreign to some students thus 
reducing the transparency and predictability of curriculum and pedagogy for 
some students. While this orientation explicitly valued teacher judgement and 
professionalism, the requirement that teachers became curriculum planners, 
adopted a learner-centred pedagogy and be adept at assessing individualised 
learning outcomes produced impossible workloads for teachers (Kalantzis & 
Cope 2005).  
 
3. The transformative approach recognises that in the current time, we are all 
faced with uncertainty and rapid change. This means that literacy teaching 
must move to a model that builds on the strengths of the traditional and 
progressivist curricula, while  avoiding the weaknesses. The push is for 
teachers to design learning experiences where students can develop the skills 
to speak up, to negotiate and to be able to engage critically with the 
conditions of their work, family and civic lives. In this model, students are 
doing more than simply making meaning from text; they are also interrogating 
texts and using texts to transform and be transformed.  
 
So the question becomes, what model of literacy can ensure that our students are 
competitive in these new times? I propose a model called the Four Resources 
Model.  
 
The Four Resources Model 
 
The Four Resources Model (Luke & Freebody, 1999) describes the range of literacy 
practices effective literacy users need in contemporary literate societies in new 
times: 
 
Code-breaking e.g. knowing and using the alphabetic code of the language 
Text participation e.g. drawing on knowledge of topic and text to make  
meaning 
Text use e.g. taking part in social activities around that text 
Text analysis e.g. critically analysing how a text tries to position readers  
within a particular world view 
 
The four resources model is not a template for sequencing learning activities; nor is it 
a developmental model for acquisition of learning. Rather, the four resources model 
allows us to map students’ literate practices as they encounter texts in school and in 
everyday life. The important point is that each of these resources are necessary; one 
is not more important than another if the goal is to develop fully functioning literate 
students. Even young children who are still developing code-breaking skills need to 
also be developing their text participation, text user and text analyst roles at the 
same time. In research undertaken with my colleagues, Associate Professor Karen 
Dooley and Associate Professor Annette Woods, we maintain that reading 
comprehension requires students to not only break textual codes and use text in 
particular ways, but also to participate in and critique textual meanings (Luke, Dooley 
& Woods, 2011; Luke, Woods & Dooley, 2011). In this way, text analytic practices 
complement conventional literacy practices in the early years.  
 
To demonstrate how the four resources model can be used to audit the opportunities 
for literacy learning made available by particular lessons, I want to share a set of 
teaching activities undertaken in an early years classroom with students 4.5 to 5.5 
years of age in Australia. These lessons are from a fairy tales unit collaboratively 
developed by my teaching and research colleagues in Australia and taught in 
English classes in a public school context catering for a diverse group of students by 
an experienced teacher, Ms Porter (pseudonym).   
 
Fairy Tales Unit Part 1: Exploring traditional Western fairy tales 
 
Ms Porter and her two dozen early years students had spent more than a month 
working through a series of lessons from the fairy tale unit. Fairy tales in print and 
oral form was an unexplored genre for most of the students although many had seen 
the Walt Disney DVD animations of the traditional French fairy tales of ‘Sleeping 
Beauty’, ‘Cinderella’, and ‘Beauty and the Beast’, the traditional German fairy tale 
‘Snow White and the Seven Dwarves’ and the traditional Danish fairy tale ‘The Little 
Mermaid’. Ms Porter built on the students’ knowledge of the Disney movies and 
specifically introduced the picture book form of the traditional English fairy tale ‘The 
Three Little Pigs’ and the traditional Norwegian fairy tale ‘The Three Billy Goats 
Gruff’ among others.  
 
In this part of the fairy tales unit, the range of lessons required the students to 
engage in and build their expertise across the four resources, for example: 
 
 code-breaking – knowing and using the alphabetic code of written English in 
attempts at reading environmental print in the fairy tales and attempting to 
write statements under pictures of important fairy tale scenes;  
 text participation – creating mind maps of fairy tale topics (e.g., the 
construction of homes in fairy tales) and the staging features of fairy tales 
(e.g., an excitement graph for ‘The Three Billy Goats Gruff’);  
 text use – writing and illustrating a story map for ‘Three Little Pigs’;  
 text analysis – critically analysing how fairy tales construct stereotypes for 
princesses, old women, giants, princes, frogs and ogres. 
 
Fairy Tales Unit Part 2: Exploring reinterpreted Western fairy tales 
 
In the second part of the fairy tales unit, the students explored a series of 
reinterpreted fairy tales (refer photo).  
 
 
 
Photo: Clockwise, starting top left - ‘The lamb who came for dinner’ (Smallman & 
Droidemy, 2006), ‘The stinky cheeseman and other fairly stupid tales’ (Scieszka, 
1998), ‘The true story of the three little pigs’ (Scieszka, 1989), ‘The three little wolves 
and the big bad pig’ (Trivizas & Oxenbury, 1993), ‘The big bad wolf is good’ (Puttock 
& Chapman, 2002) and ‘Prince Cinders’ (Cole, 1987).  
 
Each of these books is a reinterpreted fairy tale as each somehow reinterprets the 
original version to make aspects of a very familiar fairy tale unfamiliar. For example, 
in ‘The true story of the three little pigs’ (Scieszka, 1989), Mr Wolf argues that he is 
innocent of the murder of the first and second little pigs. He blames his sneezing 
cold, the poor building standards and the stupidity of the little pigs for the death of 
the first and second little pig. The early years students responded to the humour in 
all of these books and discussion focused on the choices of words and visual 
images. For example, the students spoke about the different sorts of meanings 
between ‘I huffed and I puffed and I blew the house in’ (traditional fairy tale) 
compared with ‘Well I huffed. And I snuffed. And I sneezed a great sneeze’ 
(Scieszka, 1989). They also focused on the different visual images, in particular the 
images of Mr Wolf as ‘wild and savage’ in the traditional fairy tale compared with the 
immaculately preened Mr Wolf, dressed in a suit and tie in ‘The true story of the 
three little pigs’ (Scieszka, 1989).  
 
During this part of the unit, Ms Porter continued to map how these different activities 
required the students to engage across the four resources model:  
 
 code-breaking – knowing and using the alphabetic code of written English in 
attempts at reading environmental print in the fairy tales and writing about the 
pictures they’ve drawn;   
 text participation – creating mind maps of fairy tale topics for the new group of 
texts and comparing these to the original fairy tales (e.g., comparing ‘Prince 
Cinders’ (Cole, 1987) and the traditional version of ‘Cinderella’ to find what is 
similar and what is different); 
 text use – using the text to talk about the changing social relations (e.g. 
comparing ‘Prince Cinders’ (Cole, 1987) and the traditional version of 
‘Cinderella’ to consider how roles of women have changed over time);  
 text analysis – critically analysing author intent, e.g., Why would an author 
make that change?, What did the author want to achieve? Whose perspective 
is missing in ‘The true story of the three little pigs’? (Scieszka, 1989).  
 
An important point is that it was only when the students were engaged in discussion 
about the reinterpreted fairy tales that their high level comprehension of the 
traditional fairy tales introduced in part one of the unit showed through. Put another 
way, comparing and contrasting the written and visual structure and purpose of texts 
that serve a different social purpose provided the stimulus for substantive 
conversations about both sets of texts.  
 
Fairy Tales Unit Part 3 – Using process drama to explore fairy tales 
 
In part three of the fairy tale unit, I worked with Ms Porter to introduce process drama 
to the fairy tales unit. I’m going to present those activities in the workshop later this 
afternoon. In terms of the four resource model, part three of the fairy tales unit 
engaged the students in different practices across the four resources model. 
Although the code-breaking work was similar to that in part two of the unit, text 
participation, text user and text analysis activities once again altered:  
 
 code-breaking – the introduction of this book requires competence in breaking 
the code for integrated written and  visual texts;  
 text participation – this time, meaning had to be made from the integration of 
the written and visual modes (including gestures). Students could not escape 
the internal meaning making system of either mode; 
 text use – written and visual text had to be reinterpreted for use; students 
were engaged with creating texts with their bodies and voices.  
 text analysis – students had to interrogate the visual text to examine its 
assumptions, values and positions. Much discussion was had about the points 
of view (e.g. fairness, trespassing and revenge) and when students were 
reproducing the freeze frames and thinking about what to say, they had to 
show their position.  
 
Discussion 
 
The conclusion is that critical literacy is feasible in an early years classroom. The 
case study class of 4.5-5.5 year olds worked to ‘unmake or unpick’ the ideological 
choices of the author and illustrator (Janks, 1993, p. iii). Crucially, these experiences 
built students’ language for both receptive and expressive purposes. It would have 
been counter-productive to hold back on critical literacy content just because they 
were young students. Another important point is that each of the phases of the fairy 
tales unit required students to participate as text participants, text users and text 
analysts even when they were still acquiring foundational code-breaking capabilities. 
I remain committed to the belief that all students, young and old, must be able to use 
the full range of literacy resources.  
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